In-situ remediation systems are commonly screened out during remedial options evaluation due to their inability to reach generic numerical based standards and/or the time required for remediation to be complete. However, in-situ remedial systems can play an important role in site closure given the correct setting. Combining mass removal with attenuation processes and a landowner with a development scenario that is site specific, closure can be successfully achieved and even accelerated with redevelopment following closely afterwards.

This presentation presents a case history of a multi year investigation, remediation and closure of a former petrochemical bulk plant on the picturesque shoreline in Gibsons BC. The presentation will cover the site investigation history, remediation and risk assessment including natural attenuation and how these were successfully combined to close the Site. The presentation will focus on key observations as the Site investigation and remediation program was reviewed prior to development of the closure program, the challenges encountered, and how the challenges were overcome.
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